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RIGIDITY OF CONFORMAL FUNCTIONALS ON SPHERES
NIELS MARTIN MØLLER AND BENT ØRSTED
Abstrat. In this paper we investigate the nature of stationary points of fun-
tionals on the spae of Riemannian metris on a smooth ompat manifold.
Speial ases are spetral invariants assoiated with Laplae or Dira operators
suh as funtional determinants, and the total Q-urvature. When the funtional
is invariant under onformal hanges of the metri, and the manifold is the stan-
dard n-sphere, we apply methods from representation theory to give a universal
form of the Hessian of the funtional at a stationary point. This reveals a very
strong rigidity in the loal struture of any suh funtional. As a orollary this
gives a new proof of the results of K. Okikiolu (Ann. Math., 2001) on loal max-
ima and minima for the determinant of the onformal Laplaian, and we obtain
results of the same type in general examples.
1. Introdution
In reent years there has been muh progress in understanding the spae of Rie-
mannian metris on a smooth ompat manifold of dimension larger than two; var-
ious ows of metris have been studied, and several new interesting funtionals on
this spae have been found, for example via spetral invariants suh as funtional
determinants, or in onnetion with onformal geometry: Q-urvature, renormalized
volumes in AdS/CFT theory, and fully non-linear equations for ertain urvature
quantities. As we shall see below, when the funtional is (in addition to being
dieomorphism invariant) onformally invariant, and the manifold is the n-sphere,
it beomes remarkably natural to apply representation theory for the onformal
group of the sphere; the (innite-dimensional) prinipal series representations of
this group on various tensor elds on the sphere may be eetively analyzed as
Harish-Chandra modules, and in partiular one may alulate expliitly the invari-
ant Hermitian forms on suh modules (in general meromorphi funtions of the
orresponding parameters, in geometri terms the onformal weights). This takes
the form of a spetrum generating priniple for determining the invariant objet.
Our main results Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 identify (up to a onstant) the
Hessian of a funtional at the standard n-sphere (whih is a stationary point), with
exatly one suh Hermitian form (in dimension n ≥ 4, while in dimension 3 the
spae of suh is two-dimensional); thus we may speak of a universal Hessian, and
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this we identify in even dimensions in Corollary 9.12 in terms of Feerman-Graham's
obstrution tensor, whih is an important objet from the theory of onformally
ompat Poinare-Einstein manifolds.
As our main appliations of this rigidity result we obtain (in Theorem 7.3), based
on knowledge of the leading term in the Hessian, a new and oneptually lear proof
of earlier results on extremals of determinants by K. Okikiolu, whih appeared rst
in the paper [Ok1℄ in Ann. Math. (2001), and also of the natural extensions to
general onformally ovariant operators (Theorem 7.1), e.g. to determinants of
Dira operators (Theorem 7.6).
Furthermore we apply our new priniple to study the value of the zeta funtion
evaluated at zero in even dimension (Theorems 7.2, 7.7 and 7.4), whih has not been
studied before. While our approah is not sensitive to the parity of the dimension (as
long as the funtional is onformally invariant), the even-dimensional ase does not
seem to be manageable using methods from [Ok1℄, sine the argument there relied
on the odd-dimensional phenomenon of the Kontsevih-Vishik trae. Finally we
prove in Theorem 9.1 that the total Q-urvature has loal maxima at the standard
spheres.
Note that for instane for the problem of determinants, the onformal ovariane
of the operator is essential, e.g. it is known that loal extremality at the round sphere
metris does not hold for the ordinary Laplaian ∆ = ∇i∇i ating on funtions (see
[Ok1℄), namely det∆ has a saddle point at (S2k+1, g0) in dimensions 2k + 1 ≥ 4.
Some of the virtues of the present paper are to spell out: (1) the role played by the
fat that the operator is (an integer power of) a onformally ovariant operator, and
(2) the importane of the ground metri being the round sphere; our viewpoint in
this paper is that Sn has a very large onformal group. With suh new insight one
realizes that the earlier results by K. Okikiolu for the speial ase of the determinant
of the onformal Laplaian is in fat the quite generi piture for the whole lass of
onformal funtionals, on the n-sphere. We think of our results as a step towards a
Morse theory for the spae of metris.
The proofs presented here build on Tom Branson's ideas in [Br1℄ onerning
the role of the omplementary series representations of the onformal group of Sn,
namely SO(n+1, 1), in the searh for geometri inequalities relevant for the study of
the extremals in a onformal lass of the funtional determinant in even dimensions
(see also [BOØ℄). Cunningly, as witnessed by the following setions, one is in the
onformally invariant ase naturally lead to exploiting the ation of the onformal
group on exatly all of the non-onformal (and non-dieomorphi) diretions. In
this onnetion, Peter Sarnak has noted that the reent paper [SS℄ (joint with A.
Strömbergsson) exploits similar ideas in a dierent setting, where the symmetry
group is large but nite.
The spetrum generating priniples have been onsidered previously by many au-
thors (see for instane [Br1℄, and [BOØ℄ for general results), and the present authors
learned from R. Graham that an appliation of the same intertwining operator be-
ing identied in this paper appeared in [Gr1℄. There it was reently studied as an
intertwining operator for dierent purposes, namely in the ontext of the Dirihlet-
Neumann map for Poinare-Einstein metris. Also an expliit formula was given
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there (see Equation (4.16)), at least in the odd-dimensional ase (and is known in
the even-dimensional ase, e.g. [Gr2℄). It was also shown in the paper [Gr1℄ that
the relevant spae of intertwiners on S3 is in fat 2-dimensional in ertain ases.
2. Conformal funtionals in Riemannian geometry
Let (Mn, g0) be a ompat smooth oriented Riemannian manifold (and assume
it is spin, with a xed topologial spin struture, whenever needed to dene the
operators, funtionals et. in our examples). We denote by Metr(M) the spae of
all smooth Riemannian metris on M , and study funtionals
F : Metr(M)→ R,
thinking of g0 as the ground metri. Note thatMetr(M) may be realized and given
a smooth topology in several ways, e.g. as a Banah or tame Fréhet manifold (see
[Eb℄, [FrGr℄, [Ham℄), using Sobolev spaes of setions of the bundle of symmetri
two-tensors S2TM , of whih the onvex one of Riemannian metris on M is a
subset. The tangent spae to the spae of smooth Riemannian metris, at the metri
g0, is naturally identied with C
∞(S2TM) for the details of suh onstrutions).
Note that there is a natural L2-integral pairing on two-tensors on M , using the
metri g,
(2.1) 〈〈h, k〉〉g =
∫
M
〈h, k〉gdVg =
∫
M
hijklmg
ilgjmdVg.
We impose the following geometri assumptions on the funtional F .
Geometri assumptions 2.2. F satises for any g ∈ Metr(M).
(1) F (ϕ∗g) = F (g), ϕ ∈ Diff0(M),
(2) F (e2ωg) = F (g), ω ∈ C∞(M).
Remark 2.3. In dimensions n ≥ 4 it is enough to require, as here, the invariane
under the identity omponent Diff0(M) of the dieomorphism group Diff(M) in
order to obtain the rigidity result (for n = 2, 3 see Setion 5).
Under these assumptions, and for any k ∈ C∞(S2TM) in the tangent spae,
ϕ ∈ Conf(M,g0) a onformal transformation of (M,g0) and ϕ
∗g0 = Ω
2
ϕg0, with Ωϕ
being the orresponding onformal fator, we see that
(2.4) F (g0 + tk) = F (ϕ
∗g0 + tϕ
∗k) = F (Ω2ϕg0 + tϕ
∗k) = F (g0 + tΩ
−2
ϕ ϕ
∗k).
Thus the variational problem for the funtional F at the ground metri g0 has a er-
tain invariane property under a spei ation of the onformal group Conf(M,g0)
of the manifold (M,g0).
Analyti assumptions 2.5. F satises for eah k ∈ C∞(S2TM)
(1) The map t→ F (g0 + tk) ∈ R is at least C
3
in a nbh. of t = 0, and
D2Fg0(k, k) :=
d2
dt2
∣∣t=0F (g0 + tk) = 〈〈k,Hg0k〉〉g0 ,
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where the Hessian operator Hg0 = H(F, g0) is a linear operator
Hg0 : C
∞(S2TM)→ C∞(S2TM),
whih is symmetri with respet to 〈〈·, ·〉〉g0 .
Remark 2.6. In examples it has been veried that the Hessian Hg0 exists as an
n'th order pseudodierential operator in the vetorbundle S2TM , more speially a
dierential operator (see Corollary 9.12 below), a lassial polyhomogeneous pseudo-
dierential operator ([Ok1℄), or a log-polyhomogeneous pseudodierential operator
(see [Mø1℄). The pseudodierential Hessian alulus for zeta funtions of geometri
Laplae-type operators of order 2 was developed by Kate Okikiolu using heat kernel
methods in [Ok1℄, [Ok2℄, [Ok3℄, [OkW℄.
We note that by denition g0 is a stationary point for F if
DFg0(k) :=
d
dt
∣∣t=0F (g0 + tk) = 0, ∀k ∈ C∞(S2TM).
In fat it follows from [Bl℄ that any onformal funtional must have the standard
spheres (Sn, gSn) as stationary points, and thus this will be the ase for any of our
onrete examples of suh funtionals.
Exploiting the onformal invariane of F , i.e. in the diretions tangent to on-
formal resalings of g0, given by
confg0 :=
{
ωg0
∣∣ω ∈ C∞(M)} ⊆ C∞(S2TM),
we shall onsider the spae {confg0}
⊥ = C∞(S20TM), where the orthogonal omple-
ment is with respet to the natural inner produt in (2.1). Namely, the full Hessian
is given by
H =
(
H˜ 0
0 0
)
: C∞(S20TM)⊕ confg0 → C
∞(S20TM)⊕ confg0 ,
and we will denote the restrited Hessian H˜ simply by H.
Note also that from the dieomorphism invariane, the subspae (where LX de-
notes the Lie derivative)
diffg0 : =
{
d
dt
∣∣t=0ϕ∗t g0∣∣ for t 7→ ϕt ∈ Diff0(M) a C∞-urve s.t. ϕ0 = Id
}
=
{
LXg0
∣∣X ∈ C∞(TM)}
=
{
k ∈ C∞(S2TM)
∣∣k(X,Y ) = (∇Xω)(Y )− (∇Y ω)(X), ω ∈ Ω1(TM)},
of diretions tangent to dieomorphism pullbaks of g0, is always in the kernel of
the Hessian of F , and hene so is the restrited spae
diff0g0 := diffg0 ∩ conf
⊥
g0 ⊆ C
∞(S20TM).
Note that also the sum spae (conf + diff)g0 is in the kernel of the Hessian, for
any onformal funtional F . Furthermore we use
(conf + diff)⊥g0 =
{
k ∈ C∞(S2TM)
∣∣ trg0 k = divg0 k = 0},
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to denote the spae of trae- and divergene-free symmetri two-tensor elds, whih
is the L2-orthogonal omplement of (conf + diff)g0 .
Under Assumptions 2.5 we nd, upon dierentiation of (2.4), that
(2.7) 〈〈Ω−2ϕ ϕ
∗k,Hg0Ω
−2
ϕ ϕ
∗k〉〉g0 = 〈〈k,Hg0k〉〉g0 ,
meaning that the Hessian form too is invariant under a ertain ation, denoted u0,
of Conf(M,g0). Here Ωϕ appears to the power of −2, and we remind that for eah
ν ∈ R there is suh an assoiated group (right-)ation. Namely one denes, writing
ρ = n2
(2.8) uν(ϕ)k = Ω
ρ+ν−2
ϕ ϕ
∗k, k ∈ C∞(S20TM),
for ϕ∗g0 = Ω
2
ϕg0, where ϕ ∈ Conf(M,g0). Likewise we dene the innitesimalized
version, for X ∈ cvf(M,g0) a onformal vetor eld and ωX the innitesimal oyle
orrespondingly dened by LXg = 2ωXg as follows:
Uv(X)k = LXk +
(
ρ+ ν − 2
)
ωXk, k ∈ C
∞(S20TM).
The osets of −2 here are merely onventional, motivated by the fat that the
dierential geometri realization of C∞(S20TM) has internal onformal weight +2
(see Setion 4). Likewise the so-alled ρ-shift appearing above, here ρ = n2 , will be
onvenient later.
Sine any orientation-preserving ϕ ∈ Conf0(M,g0) pulls bak the Riemannian
measure aording to
ϕ∗dV = ΩnϕdV,
we nd by exploiting dieomorphism invariane of integration on M , and ϕ∗g0 =
Ωϕg0 that
〈〈h, k〉〉g0 = 〈〈u−n/2(ϕ)h, un/2(ϕ)k〉〉g0 ,
for any ϕ ∈ Conf(M,g0). Using this with (2.7) we get
〈〈k,Hg0k〉〉g0 = 〈〈u−n/2(ϕ)k,Hg0u−n/2(ϕ)k〉〉g0
= 〈〈u−n/2(ϕ
−1)u−n/2(ϕ)k, un/2(ϕ
−1)Hg0u−n/2(ϕ)k〉〉g0
= 〈〈k, un/2(ϕ
−1)Hg0u−n/2(ϕ)k〉〉g0 ,
for any k ∈ C∞(S20TM), and therefore
Hg0 = un/2(ϕ
−1) ◦Hg0 ◦ u−n/2(ϕ).
Thus we have proved the following proposition.
Proposition 2.9. For any onformal funtional F , the Hessian operator H(F, g0)
satises
(2.10) Ωn−2ϕ ϕ
∗(Hg0k) = Hg0Ω
−2
ϕ ϕ
∗k, for k ∈ C∞(S20TM).
In other words the Hessian of F is an intertwining operator between the two repre-
sentations u−n/2 and un/2 of Conf(M,g0), and for U−n/2 and Un/2 of cvf(M,g0),
on the spae of setions of the bundle C∞(S20TM) of symmetri trae-free ovariant
two-tensors.
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In the light of the proposition, it is quite natural to investigate the representations
u−n/2 and un/2 appearing here, in order to understand the Hessian. These will
turn out not to be irreduible, as is to be expeted geometrially, sine there is an
innite-dimensional kernel of the Hessian (ontaining at least the natural subspae
of C∞(S20TM) arising from onformal and gauge invariane), and we know examples
of several quantities for whih the Hessian is not identially zero (e.g. [Ok1℄, [Ok2℄,
[OkW℄ and [Mø1℄). Studying the quotient spae of C∞(S20TM) with that natural
subspae, one might ask what happens if the onformal group is large, i.e. in the ase
of the standard spheres, where it is a lassial fat that Conf(M,g0) has maximal
dimension (see e.g. [KN℄). And indeed: On (Sn, gSn) an irreduibility result on this
quotient or moduli spae does hold. To prove this, we need ruially the geometry
of the so-alled Ahlfors (or onformal Killing) operator.
3. Conformal geometry of the Ahlfors operator
Denition 3.1. The Ahlfors operator (or onformal Killing operator)
Sg : C
∞(TM)→ C∞(S20TM)
on (M,g) is dened by
SgX = LXg −
2
n
(divX)g, ∈ C∞(TM).
The next proposition lists some basi properties of this important operator. For
details and further information, see [OP℄.
Proposition 3.2.
kerS = cvf(M,g),
S∗ = 2divg : C
∞(S20TM)→ C
∞(TM),
ranSg =
({
k ∈ C∞(S20TM)
∣∣ divg k = 0})⊥ = diff0g,
where ⊥ is with respet to C∞(S20TM).
Note that in partiular for the Hessian operator, by the disussion in the previous
setion, we have for any given funtional F satisfying our assumptions that
(3.3) ranSg0 ⊆ kerH(g0, F ).
We observe another important property of S in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.4. S is onformally ovariant, namely for ϕ ∈ Conf(M,g),
(3.5) Ω−2ϕ ϕ
∗SX = Sϕ∗X, where ϕ∗g = Ω2ϕg.
Proof. Using that LXg =
d
dt
∣∣t=0ψ∗t g, where ψt is the ow of X,
(3.6) e−2ωϕ∗LXg = 2(ϕ
∗X).ωg + Lϕ∗Xg,
where we have written ω = logΩϕ. The Levi-Civita onnetion of the metri pulled
bak by ϕ is
∇ϕ
∗g
X Y = ϕ
∗
(
∇gϕ∗Xϕ∗Y
)
,
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and it follows that
(3.7) ϕ∗(divgX) = divϕ∗g ϕ
∗X = dive2ωg ϕ
∗X.
As seen from the Koszul formula, ∇ hanges onformally aording to
(3.8) ∇e
2ωg
X Y = ∇
g
XY + (X.ω)Y + (Y.ω)X − g(X,Y )∇ω.
Choosing a loal orthonormal frame {Xi}, we get from (3.8) that
(3.9) dive2ω ϕ
∗X =
n∑
i=1
e2ωg
(
∇e
2ωg
e−ωXi
ϕ∗X, e−ωXi
)
= divg ϕ
∗X + n(ϕ∗X).ω.
Combining (3.6)-(3.9) the proof is ompleted:
e−2ωϕ∗SX = 2(ϕ∗X).ωg + Lϕ∗Xg − e
−2ω 2
n
ϕ∗(divgX)e
2ωg = Sϕ∗X.

4. Representation theory of the onformal group, and the
universal Hessian
As the manifold and ground metri (M,g0) we now take the sphere with the
standard metri (Sn, gSn), assuming n ≥ 2. We reast the dierential geometri no-
tions from the previous setions into the language of representation theory. We refer
in partiular to [Br1℄ and also [BOØ℄ for quite general and detailed expositions of
these topis, inluding many relevant referenes. The entral objet is (the identity
omponent of) the onformal group of the round sphere, whih is the semisimple
Lie group
G = SO0(n+ 1, 1).
The ation of A ∈ G has a geometri realization as follows, by viewing Sn as the
unit sphere in R
n+1
and as Sn × {1} ⊆ Rn+2. Then for y ∈ Sn,
A · y =
A(y, 1)
(A(y, 1))n+1
∈ Sn × {1}
denes the ation and gives an isomorphism of G with Conf(M,g).
We x an Iwasawa deomposition G = KAN relative to a Cartan deomposition
g = k+s and maximal abelian Lie subalgebra a ⊆ s, and also x a minimal paraboli
subgroup P = MAN . Here K is SO(n + 1) ating in the rst n variables, and M
is SO(n) ating in the middle n variables, A ≃ R and N ≃ Rn. Reall that
G/P ≃ K/M ≃ Sn.
Half the sum of the positive roots is ρ = nα/2, where the (g, a) roots are ±α.
If (Vσ, σ) ∈ Irr(M) is an irreduible representation of SO(n), there is a repre-
sentation (a, h) → apσ(h) for (a, h) ∈ R+ × SO(n). Denoting this by (V pσ , σp) one
denes assoiated bundles with onformal weight p ∈ R by
V
p
σ = G×P V
p
σ = Ind
KAN
MAN
(
σ ⊗ ap ⊗ 1
)
,
C∞(Vpσ) =
{
ψ ∈ C∞(G)
∣∣∣∣ψ(xman) = a−p−ρσ(m)−1ψ(x)
}
.
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The dierential geometri realization is the bundle assoiated to the onformal frame
bundle FR+×SO(n) by σ
p
.
The irreduible representations σ ∈ Irr(M), and analogously for K = SO(n+1),
are parametrized by dominant weight vetors also denoted σ ∈ Z⌊n/2⌋, with
σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σ[n/2], n odd,
σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σ[n/2]−1 ≥
∣∣σ[n/2]∣∣, n even.(4.1)
Examples are σ = (0) = (0, 0, . . . , 0) the trivial representations, σ = (1) = (1, 0, . . . , 0)
the dening representation, and σ = (2) = (2, 0, . . . , 0) the trae free symmetri two
tensor representation. The dening representation (1) and onformal weight +1
produes the otangent bundle T ∗M , while (1) with weight −1 gives the tangent
bundle TM . The realization of (2) as S20TS
n
is the bundle with onformal weight
+2, orresponding to V2(2).
The spae E(Sn,Vpσ) ofK-nite setions is deomposed into K-types using Frobe-
nius reiproity
HomM (σ, β|M ) ≃ HomK(E(S
n,Vpσ), β), for β ∈ Irr(K).
For the multipliity of σ in β|M there is a branhing law, namely it is either 0 or 1,
and is 1 if and only if
β1 ≥ σ1 ≥ β2 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σ[n/2] ≥
∣∣βσ[n/2]+1∣∣, n odd,
β1 ≥ σ1 ≥ β2 ≥ σ2 ≥ . . . ≥ σ[n/2]−1 ≥ βσ[n/2] ≥
∣∣σ[n/2]∣∣, n even.(4.2)
When this is the ase, we write β ↓ σ or σ ↑ β. Note that the K-ation is indepen-
dent of p,
V
p
σ|K = Ind
K
M (σ).
Using the above we deompose the tangent bundle V(1) into K-types as
(4.3) E(Sn,V(1)) =
1⊕
r=0
∞⊕
l=0
E(1+l,r), where E(1+l,r) ≃K (1 + l, r).
Similarly for σ = (2) and n ≥ 4
(4.4) E(Sn,V(2)) =
2⊕
q=0
∞⊕
j=0
F(2+j,q), where F(2+j,q) ≃K (2 + j, q), n ≥ 4.
The dierential geometri observations from Setions 1 and 3 an now be reformu-
lated, where again ρ = n/2.
Proposition 4.5. Let F be a given onformal funtional. The operators S and
H = H(F, g0) are intertwining for the (g,K)-modules
S : V−1(1) → V
0
(2),
H : V
ρ−n
2
(2) → V
ρ+n
2
(2)
In partiular S and H are diagonalized by the K-deompositions in (4.3) and (4.4),
respetively.
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Proof. The Ahlfors operator S is intertwining from V−1(1) to V
0
(2) by Proposition
3.4, sine the ations on eah side in (3.5) orrespond to these onformal weights.
The dierential geometri realization gives an internal onformal weight of +2 on
C∞(S20TM). Similarly for Hg0 by (2.10) and the following disussion. That the
operators are diagonalized follows from Shur's lemma. 
Remark 4.6. We ould have given a more diret proof of the intertwining property
of S, in representation theoretial terms. Namely, S is a generalized gradient and by
Fegan's Theorem (see [Fe℄, or Theorem 7.5 in [Br1℄), it is intertwining for exatly
the onformal weights in Proposition 4.5.
Sine S is intertwining, Shur's lemma and the branhing laws in (4.2) gives us
the following very ruial result.
Lemma 4.7. In terms of K-types as above, we have for n ≥ 4,
kerS =
1⊕
r=0
E(1,r), and ranS =
1⊕
q=0
∞⊕
j=0
F(2+j,q).
Studying now the (g,K)-modules, we turn to the irreduibility issues. The no-
tation is that β ↔ γ when γ is a K-summand of s ⊗ β. As the notation suggests,
the relation β ↔ γ is symmetri (due to s being self-dual as a K-module). We also
write
κβ =
〈
2ρ
so(n) + β, β
〉
RL
, where
2ρ
so(n) = (n− 2, n − 4, . . . , n− 2k), if n = 2k or n = 2k + 1.
In partiular, if β = (2 + j, q), for j ∈ N0 and q ∈ {0, 1, 2},
kβ = (n+ j + 1)(j + 2) + q(n+ q − 3)(4.8)
kβ+(1,0) − kβ = n+ 2j + 4,(4.9)
kβ+(0,1) − kβ = n+ 2q − 2.(4.10)
Lemma 4.11 (Branson's oyle irreduibility, [Br1℄, Lemma 7.10). Assume the
dimension is n ≥ 4. If β ↔ γ then
Projγ ω(s)Fβ = Fγ .
As a result, the span of the orbit of any nonzero k ∈ Fβ , for any β ↓ (2), under the
joint ation of uν(K) and Uν(s), is E(S
n,V(2)). In partiular, E(S
n,V(2)) has no
nontrivial invariant subspae under this ation.
Proposition 4.12 ([Br1℄, Corollary 7.11). Assume the dimension is n ≥ 4. If
β = (2 + j, q) as above, β ↔ γ ↓ (2), and X ∈ g,
(4.13) Projγ Uν(X)|β = c(β, γ, ν) Projγ ωX|β,
where c(β, γ, ν) = 12(κγ − κβ + 2ν). If
∣∣ν| < n2 − 1, then Projγ Uν(X)Fβ = Fγ . As
a result, the span of the orbit of any nonzero ϕ ∈ Fβ , for any β ↓ (2), under the
joint ation of uν(K) and Uν(s), is E(S
n,V(2)). In partiular, E(S
n,V(2)) has no
nontrivial invariant subspae under this ation.
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Note that beause K ats by isometries of the standard Sn, the ation of uν(K) is
in fat ν-independent (while Uν(g) is manifestly not), so we may drop the subsript
and write u(K) = uν(K). Sine the representations needed in our appliation have
ν = ±n2 , the parameter is outside the domain of irreduibility. As disussed above,
this reduibility is a natural onsequene of the geometry inherent in the problem.
In both of the ases ν = ±n2 it is seen from (4.9) that stepping in the j diretion is
always possible, i.e. the map in (4.13) is onto. Equation (4.10) shows that in the
ase of ν = −n2 , stepping in q is possible, exept for stepping up from (2 + j, 1).
Thus irreduibility fails, but by Lemma 4.7, Lemma 4.11 and Proposition 4.12,
the representation (u,U−n/2) does desend to an irreduible representation on the
quotient spae
V
0
(2)
/
ranS.
We move on to apply Proposition 4.12 in a spetrum generating argument for the
Hessian operator H. From the intertwining property of H, and its diagonalization
on the K-types, it follows that
µγ c(β, γ,−ν) Projγ ωX|β = H Projγ U−ν(X)|β = Projγ Uν(X)H|β
= µβ c(β, γ, ν) Projγ ωX|β,
so that the following relation holds
(4.14) µγ(κγ − κβ − 2ν) = µβ(κγ − κβ + 2ν).
Using the step rules in (4.9)-(4.10) this determines indutively the eigenvalues, and
this is the point of the so-alled spetrum generating argument. We have thus nally
proved the following.
Theorem 4.1 (Rigidity - the Hessian is universal). Assume n ≥ 4 and let the
funtional F satisfy the Assumptions 2.2 and 2.5. On the standard spheres (Sn, gSn),
the assoiated Hessian
H(F, g0) : C
∞(S2TM)→ C∞(S2TM)
is
H(F, g0) = c(F ) · T0, c(F ) ∈ R,
for a onstant c(F ) depending on the funtional F , and where T0 is the diagonal
intertwining operator given by
T0|F(2+j,q) =
Γ(n+ j + 2)Γ(n+ q − 1)
Γ(j + 2)Γ(q − 1)
· IdF(2+j,q) ≥ 0,
on eah of the K-types (2 + j, q).
In partiular if c(F ) 6= 0, the Hessian of F is semi-denite, and the kernel is
exatly
kerH = ranS + confg0 = diff
0
g0 +confg0 = diffg0 +confg0 ,
i.e. diretions in whih F is globally invariant by Assumptions 2.2.
Remark 4.15.
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(1) Note that the eigenvalues of T0 are given here as a meromorphi funtion in
n and j, and that if the denominator is +∞, it orresponds to one of the
zero eigenvalue spaes for T0.
(2) Together with Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 4.5, Theorem 4.1 proves that
(if the rigidity onstant c(F ) 6= 0) there is an exat sequene of onformally
ovariant operators as follows.
V
−1
(1)
S
// V
0
(2)
H(F )
// V
n
(2).
This is a so-alled exat BGG-sequene, related to the detour omplexes stud-
ied by for instane by Branson and Gover (see e.g. [BG℄).
(3) Operators suh as T0 appeared already in the literature (see e.g. [BOØ℄)
and the T0 onsidered here oinides, up to a onstant, with the linearized
Dirihlet-to-Neumann operator on Sn onsidered by Robin Graham (e.g.
[Gr1℄ and [Gr2℄). Hene an expression for the operator T0 is known in the
following form:
(4.16) T0 =


c0|C|
2, n = 3,
c0W
∗W (∆ + c21)(∆ + c
2
2) . . . (∆ + c
2
k)
√
∆+ c2k+1, n = 2k + 5,
c0W
∗W (∆ + c21)(∆ + c
2
2) . . . (∆ + c
2
k), n = 2k + 4,
for k ≥ 0 and ci 6= 0. Here ∆ = ∇
∗∇ is the rough Laplaian, W = dWg0 is
the linearization at the round metri on Sn of the Weyl urvature viewed as
an operator W : Metr(Sn) → C∞(⊗4T ∗Sn), and likewise C = dCg0 for the
Cotton-York tensor C .
(4) The formula (4.16) should be ompared to the now lassial produt formulas
for the GJMS operators by Tom Branson (in the onformally at Einstein
ase, e.g. [Br4℄), Robin Graham and Rod Gover (in the general Einstein
ase, see e.g. [FG2℄, [Go1℄, [Go2℄). In partiular it is interesting to ask
what role the operator T0, in this more geometri form, might play in the
ase of a general Einstein manifold.
5. Rigidity for onformal funtionals in the exeptional dimensions
2 and 3
For dimensions n = 2 and n = 3 we need to modify the disussion slightly; these
ases were not overed in [Br1℄ and the omposition series are dierent - orrespond-
ing to the non-uniqueness of the intertwining operators as observed by R. Graham
in the ase n = 3, see [Gr1℄. Here there arises an additional feature of orientation-
sensibility of the funtional, whih orresponds to the fat that the rotation group
is loally a produt: K = SO(4) ≃ SO(3) × SO(3) (loal isomorphism). We rst
onsider this ase, i.e. n = 3, whih has the relevant set of K-types (same notation
as in the previous setion)
F(2+j,q) , this time with j ≥ 0, q = 0,±1,±2.
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At the onformal weight in question (the parameter p as before), the K-types with
q = 0,±1 form an invariant subspae, and the quotient is spanned by the remaining
K-types with q = ±2. This quotient is the diret sum of two irreduible summands,
viz. those with q > 0 and q < 0 respetively. It is preisely this reduibility of
the quotient whih explains the two-dimensionality of the intertwining operators,
observed by R. Graham. Here we shall be a little more expliit, in that we give
the invariant Hermitian form, analogous to Theorem 1; the arguments are the same
as in the previous setion, and we only have to modify the spetrum-generating
argument taking into aount the new struture of the set of K-types. The result
is as follows.
Theorem 5.1 (Rigidity - Universal Hessian theorem in dimension 3). Assume n = 3
and let the funtional F satisfy the Assumptions 2.2 and 2.5. On the standard sphere
(S3, gSn), the assoiated Hessian
H(g0, F ) : C
∞(S2TM)→ C∞(S2TM)
is
H(g0, F ) = c
+(F ) · T+0 + c
−(F ) · T−0 , c
+(F ), c−(F ) ∈ R,
for onstants c±(F ) depending on the funtional F , and where T±0 are the diagonal
intertwining operators given by
T+0|F(2+j,q)
=
Γ(n+ j + 2)Γ(n + q − 1)
Γ(j + 2)Γ(q − 1)
· IdF(2+j,q) for q ≥ 0,
and same formula for T−0 when q ≤ 0 on eah K-type (2 + j, q).
In partiular if c+(F )c−(F ) < 0, (the expression above hanges sign between
q = ±2) the Hessian of F is semi-denite, and the kernel is exatly
kerH = ranS + confg0 = diff
0
g0 +confg0 = diffg0 +confg0 ,
i.e. diretions in whih F is globally invariant by Assumptions 2.2.
The ondition c+(F )c−(F ) < 0 is veried in onrete ases in the same way as for
large dimensions, as explained in the following setions; geometrially it orresponds
to the funtional F being insensitive to hanges of the orientation.
For n = 2, we also need to make only minor hanges to the general argument,
this time K = SO(3), and the relevant K-types are
F2+j , meaning highest weight (2 + j), for j ≥ 0,
ourring with multipliity two; in this ase there is no quotient - orresponding to
the well-known fat that the moduli spae (of metris modulo dieomorphisms and
onformal hanges) onsists of a single point in the ase of the two-sphere. This
is seen from the representation theory, giving the fat that the Ahlfors operator
is onto, and hene the kernel of the Hessian will be the whole spae. Note that
the tangent bundle in this ase splits in two (when omplexied), and the same
for symmetri trae-free two-tensors; this orresponds to the fat that the ation of
SO(2) on R2 omplexied is the sum of two haraters. It is hardly surprising that
a funtion on a one-point spae has a universal Hessian, namely zero.
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6. Loal extremals of onformal funtionals
The universality of the Hessian in Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 5.1 implies that if
the rigidity onstant c(F ) > 0 (and analogously when c(F ) < 0) then the Hessian
of F at the round sphere metri is positive semidenite, and positive denite when
restrited to the linear subspae (conf + diff)⊥g0 .
This immediately gives the following weak extremal result.
Proposition 6.1. Let F : Metr(M) → R be a onformal funtional on Sn, and
assume that the orresponding onstant c(F ) > 0 is positive. Let gt be a C
∞
-urve
of Riemannian metris suh that g0 = gSn is the round sphere metri, and assume
k :=
d
dt
∣∣t=0gt /∈ (conf + diff)g0 .
Then there exists δ = δ(F, k) > 0 suh that
(6.2) 0 < |t| < δ ⇒ F (gt) > F (g0).
Proof. Sine we evaluate along a smooth urve of metris, this is Taylor's formula
with remainder for C3-funtions on a real interval. 
Reall that the Hessian operator c(F )T0 has non-trivial kernel onsisting of pre-
isely the gauge diretions (conf + diff)g0 . Hene the analysis of loal extremals in
a neighborhood of g0 ould a priori be inonlusive, sine the ane spae
g0 + ker T0 = g0 + (conf + diff)g0 ,
does not oinide with the atual, in general urved, set of gauge transformed met-
ris, along whih we have by our basi assumptions that the onformal funtional
is onstant. This issue is resolved by an appropriate hange of oordinates, as the
next proposition shows.
We have only needed to impose weak analytial assumptions on the funtional
so far. However, in order to apply an inverse funtion theorem, one may appro-
priately realize Metr(M) as well as the other spaes of setions appearing here, as
tame Fréhet manifolds in the sense of Hamilton (see e.g. [Ham℄), or as Sobolev
spaes where the Banah spae version of the inverse funtion theorem holds (see e.g.
Ebin's slie theorem [Eb℄). In Hamilton's version of Nash-Moser's theory, the dif-
feomorphism group Diff(M) has the struture of a smooth tame Fréhet Lie group.
In this setting the following formal treatment an be made rigorous.
Proposition 6.3 (Loal extremality in Metr(M)). Let
F : Metr(M)→ R
be a onformal funtional on M = Sn with suient smoothness in the Fréhet (or
Sobolev) topology of Metr(M), and assume that the onstant c(F ) > 0 is positive.
Then there exists an open neighborhood U ∋ g0 of g0 = gSn (the round sphere
metri), with respet to the Fréhet (or Sobolev) topology on Metr(M), suh that:
(6.4) g ∈ U ⊆ Metr(M)⇒ F (g) ≥ F (g0),
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and furthermore
(6.5) g ∈
[
U\{g0}
]
∩
[
g0 + (conf + diff)
⊥
g0
]
⇒ F (g) > F (g0).
Proof. We rst note that the assertion in (6.5) follows by an appliation of Taylor's
formula for Fréhet spaes, whih gives that for k ∈ (conf + diff)⊥g0
F (g0 + k) = F (g0) +DFg0(k) +
1
2!
D2Fg0(k, k) +R
(3)(k)
= F (g0) +
c(F )
2!
〈〈T0k, k〉〉 +R
(3)(k),
sine DFg0(k) = 0 by ritiality of F at g0. Here the remainder term is
R(3)g0 (k) =
1
2!
∫ 1
0
(1− t)2D3Fg0+tk(k, k, k)dt.
Sine T0 is positive denite on (conf + diff)
⊥
g0 , the laim follows.
Now, to prove (6.4) we must hange oordinates, and onsider the smooth map
Φ : V1 × V2 × V3 ⊆ C
∞(M)×Diff(M)× (conf + diff)⊥g0 → Metr(M),
given by
(6.6) Φ(ω, φ, k) = e2ωφ∗(g0 + k),
and where we have restrited to a small enough neighborhood of (0, Id, 0), so that
(6.6) denes a Riemannian metri.
Then the dierential mapping into Tg0 Metr(M) = C
∞(S2TM),
DΦ(ω,X, k) : C∞(M)× C∞(TM)× (conf + diff)⊥g0 → C
∞(S2TM),
at (0, Id, 0) is given by the expression
DΦ(ω,X, k) = 2ωg0 + LXg0 + k.
Hene the dierential is a bounded linear operator with respet to the Fréhet
topology (or in the Sobolev realization, between xed Sobolev spaes of setions).
Furthermore it is bijetive between the spaes of smooth setions, sine
(conf + diff)g0 = ran(2ωg0 + LXg0).
Invoking the inverse funtion theorem gives an open neighborhood V of (0, Id, 0)
suh that Φ is a dieomorphism onto Φ(V ) = U ∋ g0, and hene for any metri
g ∈ U we have
g = e2ωφ∗(g0 + k) for some k ∈ (conf + diff)
⊥
g0 ,
and hene for any g ∈ U we get as laimed
F (g) = F (e2ωφ∗(g0 + k)) = F (φ
∗(k + g0)) = F (g0 + k) ≥ F (g0),
where we have used the invariane properties of the onformal funtional, and in
the nal inequality Equation (6.5) in the proposition. 
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7. Funtional determinants and zeta funtions of onformally
ovariant operators
The main purpose of this setion is the appliation of the general theory developed
in the previous hapters, notably the universal Hessian priniple in Theorem 4.1, to
obtain analogues of Theorem 2 in [Ok1℄. The approah here extends to determinants
of a generi (integer) power of a onformally ovariant operator. As a onrete
example, we apply this to the square of the Atiyah-Singer-Dira operator D2.
Note that the extremal problems for determinants onsidered here are somewhat
dierent from those addressed in [Br1℄. There the results onerned global extremals
on S6, but only in onformal diretions. From [CY℄, [On℄ and [Br1℄ it is true, at
least for n = 2, 4, 6, that (−1)n/2+1 detL and (−1)n/2 detD2 are maximized (xing
volume) in the onformal lass of the standard sphere exatly when g is a pullbak
of the standard metri by a onformal dieomorphism.
Reall the denitions of the spetral zeta funtion and determinant on a ompat
manifold for an ellipti partial dierential operator P of order d with positive denite
(or negative denite) leading symbol, and a real disrete spetrum onsisting of
eigenvalues {λk}k∈N with nite multipliity, and |λk| → ∞ suh that Weyl's law
λk ≃ k
−d/n
is satised. Then the spetral zeta funtion an by dened as:
ζ|P |(s) :=
∑
λk 6=0
|λk|
−s, Re s > n/d.
For brevity we shall write ζP (s) = ζ|P |(s). Under the above assumptions, it follows
by using a Mellin transform and the heat kernel expansion, that the zeta funtion
has a meromorphi ontinuation to C whih is regular at zero. In partiular one
may take the s-derivative there, and dene the determinant as follows
det(P ) := exp(−ζ ′P (0)).
Sine from the papers [BØ1℄ and [BØ2℄, both the determinant and zeta funtion
of a onformally ovariant operator (or integer power of suh) evaluated at s = 0
are onformally invariant under suitable assumptions (in odd and even dimension,
respetively), we get the following theorems by appliation of the universal Hessians
Theorem 4.1 (and (6.2)-(6.5))
Theorem 7.1. Let P be an integer power of a onformally ovariant operator,
with positive leading symbol, kerPg0 = 0, and suh that with respet to uniform
dilations of the metri P has homogeneity degree − ordP . Assume also that g0 is a
stationary point of detP , and that the Hessian Hg0(detP ) of the determinant exists
(f. Analytial Assumptions 2.5) and is not the zero operator.
Then on the odd-dimensional standard spheres (S2k+1, gSn)
(7.1) H(detP ) = c(detP ) · T0, c(detP ) 6= 0.
In partiular the Hessians are semi-denite, and has preisely
kerH = (conf + diff)g0 ,
so under the assumptions, detP assumes either a loal maximum or minimum at
(S2k+1, gSn).
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Theorem 7.2. Under the analogous assumptions on P for the funtional F (g) =
ζPg(0), we have on the even-dimensional standard spheres (S
2k, gSn) that
(7.2) H(ζP (0)) = c(ζP (0)) · T0, c(ζP (0)) 6= 0.
In partiular these Hessians are semi-denite, and has preisely
kerH = (conf + diff)g0 ,
so under the assumptions ζP (0) assumes either a loal maximum or minimum at
(S2k, gSn).
Remark 7.3.
(1) Note that all extremals here are strit, apart from in the diretions (conf + diff)g0
(orresponding to the globally invariant diretions).
(2) While the objet T0 is always dened, the relations in (7.1) annot be ex-
tended to all dimensions, sine the determinant (respetively ζP (0)) is not
always onformally invariant. This reets the subtle relation of onformal
invariane with the parity of the dimension. Furthermore the Hessian of the
determinant is a log-polyhomogeneous operator in some even-dimensional ex-
amples (see [Mø1℄). The situation for other funtionals is however dierent
(see Theorem 9.1 below).
Thus, under the assumptions in Theorem 7.1 (that imply Assumption 2.2), the
determinant detPg has loal extremals of a type determined by the rigidity onstant
c(F ) in Theorem 4.1, whih in turn depends on the operator P in question. To obtain
the onstant c(F ) needed for determining whether the extremum is a maximum or
minimum may still onstitute a substantial amount of work. In the papers [Ok1℄,
[Ok2℄, [Ok3℄ and [OkW℄ the framework for nding the leading symbol of the Hessian
operator for zeta funtions and determinants of Laplae-type operators of order 2 has
been developed. The method is to express the zeta funtion as a Mellin transform
and use heat kernel expansions, the main term under investigation being∫ ∫
u+v<1
(u+ v)sP ′ke
−uPP ′ke
−vP dudv,
where P ′k is the derivative at t = 0 of the operator P along a urve of metris g+ tk.
The analysis in [Ok2℄ yields the ombinatorially quite ompliated expliit formula
for the leading symbol of the Hessian, in normal geodesi oordinates around a
point, in terms of the expression of P ′ in loal oordinates, in the ase ordP = 2.
For the determinant detL of the onformal Laplaian,
L := −∆+
n− 2
4(n − 1)
Scal,
where Scal is the salar urvature and ∆ = ∇i∇i is the ordinary (onnetion)
Laplaian, the expliit leading symbols appear in [Ok1℄. Alternatively one may
ompute for the zeta-funtion itself, using [Ok2℄ and variation formulas for the salar
urvature (whih has also been done in [Ok3℄) to nd that the leading symbol of
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the Hessian of ζL(s) is given by
〈k, σn−2s(x, ξ) k〉g =
( 1
4pi
)n
2 Γ(s− n/2)Γ(−s + n/2 + 1)
2
Γ(s)Γ(−2s+ n+ 2)
× |ξ|n−2s
{( s2
(n− 1)2
−
s
(n− 1)2
−
1
2
1
n− 1
)(
trKgΠ
⊥
ξ
)2
+
1
2
tr
(
KgΠ
⊥
ξ
)2}
,
for Re s < n/2− 1, where Π⊥ξ is the orthogonal projetion on ξ
⊥
, for ξ ∈ T ∗xM .
Therefore the sign of c(detL) is (−1)k, and we obtain a new proof of the following
theorem.
Theorem 7.3 ([Ok1℄). Among metris on Sn of xed volume, the standard sphere
(S2k+1, gSn) is a loal maximum for (−1)
k+1 detL.
Furthermore we obtain the following new theorem:
Theorem 7.4. Among metris on Sn of xed volume, the standard sphere (S2k, gSn)
is a loal maximum for (−1)k+1ζL(0).
In [Mø1℄ the Hessian alulus is extended to the ase of the square of the Atiyah-
Singer-Dira operator, for general variations of the metri (with a xed spin stru-
ture). The main theorem there is the following, giving the leading symbol of the
Hessian for the zeta-funtion in the meromorphi parameter s.
Theorem 7.5 ([Mø1℄). Let (Mn, γ) be a losed Riemannian spin manifold. Assume
that the kernel of its Atiyah-Singer-Dira operator D has stable dimension under
loal variations of the metri, with xed topologial spin struture.
Then the Hessian of the zeta funtion ζ(s) of D2 is a pseudodierential operator,
with leading symbol given by
〈k, σn−2s(x, ξ) k〉g = 2
⌊n
2
⌋−2
( 1
4pi
)n
2 Γ(s− n/2)Γ(−s + n/2 + 1)
2
Γ(s)Γ(−2s+ n+ 2)
× |ξ|n−2s
{[
2s− (n− 1)
]
tr
(
KgΠ
⊥
ξ
)2
+
(
trKgΠ
⊥
ξ
)2}
for Re s < n/2 − 1, where Kg is the endomorphism assoiated to k by raising an
index with g, and Π⊥ξ is the orthogonal projetion on ξ
⊥
, for ξ ∈ T ∗xM .
From this we obtain, by dierentiation in s, that the sign of the relevant onstant
c(detD2) is (−1)k+1. Furthermore the standard spheres are stationary points of the
zeta funtion ζD2(s) at eah point (see [Mø1℄ for details), and hene also of detP .
Thus we have proved the following theorem.
Theorem 7.6. Among metris on S2k+1 of xed volume, the standard sphere (S2k+1, gSn)
is a loal maximum for (−1)k detD2.
Also from Theorem 7.5 we obtain that the sign of the onstant c(ζD2(0)) is
(−1)k+1, thus
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Theorem 7.7. Among metris on S2k of xed volume, the standard sphere (S2k, gSn)
is a loal maximum for (−1)kζD2(0).
Remark 7.4. For yet more examples of suh alternating behavior modulo 4 in
the dimension of the manifold, for zeta regularized quantities, we point the reader
to [Mø2℄ whih deals with the expliit values of the determinant at the station-
ary points disussed above. E.g. the sign of log det(D2, Sn) is (−1)⌊(n−1)/2⌋, and
limn→∞ det(D
2, Sn) = 1.
8. Criteria for the types of extremals of determinants
It is worth exploring alternative ways of determining the sign of the onstant
c(detP ), whih do not rely on the above quite involved leading symbol alulus,
whih indeed extrats muh more information than needed for our purpose. For
instane for (S3, gSn) the sign of c(detD
2) an be found ([Mø3℄), by evaluating the
seond derivative of detD2 along a family of Berger metris on S3 = SU(2), using
[Hi℄. Sine suh deformations are non-dieomorphi and non-onformal and the
seond variation has a denite sign, this gives together with Theorem 4.1 a dierent
proof of the n = 3 ase of Theorem 7.6 above. While of ourse S2k+1 does not in
general have a Lie group struture, it is likely that a similar approah should work
for higher dimensions using instead C. Bär's onstrution of Berger-type metris in
[Bä℄ and the expliit formulas for the eigenvalues of the operator D derived there.
Furthermore following [Ok1℄ we remind that one may use the Kontsevih-Vishik
trae TR to express the Hessian form. We shall not reall all details of this on-
strution here, but merely omment that both the onformal Laplaian (i.e. Yamabe
operator) and the Dira operator have the property that the Green's funtion P−1
is purely singular, so that TRDP−1 = 0 for any dierential operator D. Given this,
one may write
〈〈k,H(log detP )k〉〉 = −TRP ′kP
−1P ′kP
−1,
where P ′k is the rst variation of Pg in the diretion k ∈ C
∞(S2TM). For the
Dira operator this (non-onformal) metri variation is to be understood properly
using the Bourguignon-Gauduhon formulas, as disussed in [Mø1℄. We then obtain
the following riterion, emphasizing the fat that one needs very little information
about the variational problem to determine the extremum types.
Corollary 8.1. If there exists k0 ∈ C
∞(S2TM) suh that
η(k0) := −TRP
′
k0P
−1P ′k0P
−1 6= 0,
then the extrema in Theorem 7.1 are maxima when η(k0) < 0, and minima when
η(k0) > 0.
An interesting observation onerning the trae in this orollary is that the muh
simpler expression TRP−2 in our main examples of the Dira operator D and
onformal Laplaian L, turns out to have the appropriate sign in any dimension.
To evaluate TRL−2, one must derive an expression for the Green's funtion GL2
of the fourth order operator L2, i.e. the integral kernel of L−2. In the following
we shall exploit the rotational invariane of L and hene of the Green's funtion.
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Fixing a point y on Sn write the onformal Laplaian L in polar geodesi oordinates
(r, θ) ∈ [0, pi) × Sn−1 around y as
(8.2) Lf = −∂2rf − (n− 1)
cos r
sin r
∂rf +
n(n− 2)
4
f,
ating on radial funtions f = f(r). Furthermore we see that writing GL(x, y) =
GL(r) the following equation must hold
(8.3) LGL2(r) = GL(r), for r 6= 0.
For the equation LGL(r) = δ0, and likewise (8.3) the relevant seond order linear
ODE to study is
(8.4) − ∂2rf − (n − 1)
cos r
sin r
∂rf +
n(n− 2)
4
f = 0.
Using the substitution z = cos r transforms this to into the form
(8.5) (1− z2)y′′ − nzy′ −
n(n− 2)
4
y = 0,
whih is a hypergeometri equation with the full solution
(8.6) y = A(1− z)−
n−2
2 +B(1 + z)−
n−2
2 .
From the requirement that the Green's funtion must be regular at r = pi, that
is at z = −1, it follows that B = 0, and by normalization one nds that
(8.7) GL(r) =
Cn
sinn−2( r2)
, where Cn =
1
2n−1(n − 2)ωn−1
.
To determine GL2 we rewrite equation (8.3) as
(8.8) (1− z2)y′′ − nzy′ −
n(n− 2)
4
y = −Dn(1− z)
−n−2
2 ,
where Dn =
1
2n/2(n−2)ωn−1
. Using (8.6) and a omputation of the Wronskian W =
(1− z2)−n/2 leads to the full solution of (8.8)
(8.9) y = A(1− z)−
n−2
2 +B(1 + z)−
n−2
2 −Dn(1 + z)
−n−2
2
∫ (1− z
1 + z
)−n−2
2
dz.
Requiring again regularity at z = −1 we see that with r = cos z
(8.10) GL2(r) = A(1− z)
−n−2
2 −Dn(1 + z)
−n−2
2
∫ z
−1
(1− w
1 + w
)−n−2
2
dw.
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Changing variables to τ = 1−w1+w and |x|
2 = 1−cos r1+cos r allows us to express the integral
here as follows for n = 2k + 1∫ z
−1
(1−w
1 +w
)−n−2
2
dw
=
1
4
∫ ∞
|x|
1
(1 + τ2)2
1
τn−1
dτ
=
τ2−n
4
2F1(1−
n
2 , 2; 2 −
n
2 ;−τ
2)
∣∣∣τ=∞
τ=|x|
=
(−1)k
4
[npi
4
−
n
2
arctan(|x|)−
|x|
(1 + |x|2)2
−
k−1∑
j=0
(−1)j(k − j)
2j + 1
|x|−2j−1
]
.
From this expansion we an extrat the regular part r → 0 of the Green's funtion
(in the sense of [Ok1℄), whih is
Greg
L2
(x, x) =
(−1)k+1(2k + 1)pi
22k+4(2k − 1)ω2k
,
and thus nally on (Sn, g0) the value of the Kontsevih-Vishik trae is
TRL−2 =
∫
Sn
Greg
L2
(x, x)dV ol(x) = (−1)k+1
pi2
24k+4
(2k + 1)(2k)!
(2k − 1)(k!)2
.
For D2 on Sn the Green's funtion an be found for instane in the referene [Fi℄,
and the integral in the representation there an easily be performed similarly to the
above, for n = 2k + 1
GD2(x, y) =
1
ωn−1
( 4
1 + |x|2
) 1−n
2
∫ ∞
|x|
2
1 + τ2
1
τn−1
dτ,
=
(−1)k
ωn−1
[pi
2
− arctan(|x|) −
k−1∑
j=0
(−1)j
2j + 1
|x|−2j−1
]
,
where 1/|x| is the the radial oordinate in the stereographi projetion from y, and
ωn−1 is the volume of S
n−1
. Extrating again the regular part and integrating over
Sn one obtains
TRD−2 = (−1)k
pi2
22k+1
(2k!
(k!)2
.
We have thus proved the following proposition.
Proposition 8.11. In odd dimension n = 2k + 1 we have, for the Dira operator
and onformal Laplaian, respetively, on the round spheres (Sn, gSn) that
sign(TRL−2) = (−1)k+1,
sign(TRD−2) = (−1)k.
On the basis of this proposition, we oer the following onjeture.
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Conjeture 8.12. If n = 2k + 1 and P is a onformally ovariant operator, then
on the round sphere (Sn, gSn)
sign(TRP−2) = sign(TRP ′k0P
−1P ′k0P
−1) 6= 0,
for some and hene all k0 ∈ C
∞(S20TS
n)\ (conf + diff)g0 .
Note that Conjeture 8.12 expresses in partiular that all information about the
types of the loal extremals on Sn, near the round metri, should be ontained in
just the Green's funtion at the round sphere metri itself. With a riterion suh
as this, one may readily apply our rigidity theorem to prove extremality of detP
for (integer powers of) any given onformally ovariant operator of order m, as for
instane the GJMS operators [GJMS℄. In priniple TRP−2 an be omputed on Sn
as above, by solving a m'th order linear ODE involving the expliit Green's funtion
of P for the round sphere metri, and extrating the regular part.
9. Loal extremals of the total Q-urvature
An important theorem in onformal geometry states that the total Q-urvature
of the Riemannian manifold (Mn, g) for n = 2k even,
L(g) :=
∫
M
Qgdvg,
is onformally invariant (f. Theorem 3 in [GZ℄, and also [GH℄). Sine it is also a
natural Riemannian invariant, it satises our Assumptions 2.2, and we may apply
our rigidity priniple to this funtional. In this setion we prove the following
theorem.
Theorem 9.1. Let n = 2k ≥ 4. The total Q-urvature has a loal maximum at the
round sphere metri (Sn, gSn), under general variations of the Riemannian metri.
Namely, there exists an open neighborhood U ⊆ Metr(M) of gSn (as in (6.4)) suh
that ∫
Sn
Qgdvg ≤
∫
Sn
QgSndvgSn , for any g ∈ U ⊆ Metr(M).
Remark 9.1. It follows furthermore from the proof below, that for any losed,
onformally Einstein manifold (M2k, g0) there exists a nite-dimensional subspae
V(M,g0) ⊆ C
∞(S2TM),
with possibly V = {0} as in the round sphere ase, suh that the total Q-urvature
has a strit loal maximum at the metri g0, apart from in the diretions k ∈
V(M,g0) + (conf + diff)g0 (as in (6.2)).
See the referene [Han℄ for related results on the non-ritial Q-urvatures Q2m.
There it was proved that the orresponding (resaled) total Q-urvatures are max-
imized in the onformal lass of the standard metri on Sn, when the dimension n
is odd and m = n+12 or
n+3
2 . Moreover for n odd and m ≥
n+5
2 the standard metri
on Sn is not stable.
From the proof of our theorem below, it will be lear that Assumptions 2.5 are
satised. The starting point for the study of extremals of the total Q-urvature is
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the variational formula by Graham and Hirahi. In the following P will denote the
Shouten tensor
P =
1
n− 2
{
Ric−
Scal
2(n− 1)
g
}
,
where Ric and Scal are the Rii tensor and the salar urvature in the metri g.
Theorem 9.2 (Graham-Hirahi's rst variation formula [GH℄). LetM be a ompat
manifold of even dimension n ≥ 4, then for a smooth family of metris gt,
(9.2)
(∫
M
Qdv
)•
= (−1)n/2
n− 2
2
∫
M
〈Og, g˙〉g,
where the two-tensor O is the Feerman-Graham obstrution tensor.
We need the detailed properties of the Feerman-Graham obstrution tensor O.
Theorem 9.3 (Properties of Feerman-Graham's tensor [GH℄). The obstrution
tensor O of the even-dimensional Riemannian manifold (Mn, g) has the following
properties:
(1) O is a natural tensor invariant, i.e. the omponents are in loal oordinates
given by universal polynomials in the omponents of g, g−1 and the urvature
tensor of g and its ovariant derivatives.
(2) O is symmetri, trae- and divergene-free, and of the form
(9.3) Oij = ∆
n/2−2
(
Pij,k
k − Pk
k,ij
)
+ LOTS,
where ∆ = ∇i∇i is the onnetion Laplaian, and LOTS denotes quadrati
and higher terms in urvature involving fewer derivatives.
(3) If g is onformally Einstein, then Oij = 0.
We an now explain the proof of Theorem 9.1.
Proof of Theorem 9.1. From formula (9.2) and property (3) in Theorem 9.3, we see
in partiular that the standard metri on the sphere (S2k, gSn) is always a stationary
point, under arbitrary variations of the metri.
As we will see below, Theorem 9.3 will ensure that the Hessian of the total Q-
urvature L(g) exists as a dierential operator
H : C∞(S2TM)→ C∞(S2TM).
Applying the universal Hessian theorem for (Sn, gSn) in Theorem 4.1 there exist
onstants cn(L) suh that for eah even dimension n = 2k,
H(L) = cn(L) · T0,
where T0 is positive semi-denite and with ker T0 equal to preisely the trae- and
divergene-free symmetri two-tensor elds, orresponding to the global invariane
diretions of the total Q-urvature L. Aording to whether cn(L) > 0, cn(L) < 0
or cn(L) = 0 the analysis shows respetively a loal minimum, a loal maximum or
is inonlusive. In the two rst ases, the extremals are furthermore strit, apart
from in the spae of gauge and onformal invariane diretions whih equals kerT0
(see (6.2) and Proposition 6.3).
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To nd the signs of the onstants cn(L), we ompute the leading order symbol of
H(L), whih involves studying the rst variation O˙ of the obstrution tensor.
For a 1-parameter family of metris gt and orrespondingly natural tensor elds
At in the sense disussed above, and any operator C that groups indies of At into
pairs and performs ontrations using the metri gt, we have(
∇lA
)•
= ∇lA˙+ LOTS,(9.4) (
C(A)
)•
= C(A˙) + LOTS,(9.5)
where LOTS are terms with a lower total number of spatial and t-derivatives in
the omponents of A. This notion of lower order terms is onsistent with the one
used above in (9.3), and is preserved under omposition with dierential operators,
inluding dierentition in t along gt. The point of this leading order alulus is
that we only need to determine (the sign of) the leading symbol of the Hessian as
a dierential operator ating on the setion k ∈ C∞(S2TM), and this is given by
the terms with the highest number of spatial derivatives of k.
In general, if Ug is a loal salar Riemannian invariant, we see that for gt = g+tk,
with k trae-free, the rst variation at t = 0 of the integrated invariant is(∫
M
Udv
)•
=
∫
M
(
U˙g +
1
2Ug trg g˙
)
dvg =
∫
M
U˙gdvg,
sine trg g˙ = 0. Note also that by (9.5) we have (〈T, g˙〉)
· = 〈T˙g, g˙〉g + LOTS for any
natural 2-tensor. Thus for any trae-free k ∈ C∞(S2TM) and gt = g + tk,
(9.6)
(∫
M
Qdv
)••
= (−1)n/2
n− 2
2
∫
M
(
〈O˙g, k〉g + LOTS
)
.
Using the naturality in (1) from Theorem 9.3 and partial integrations, we see that
the Hessian here exists as an order n partial dierential operator H, suh that
d2
dt2 |t=0
L(g + tk) =
∫
M
〈Hk, k〉gdvg, for k ∈ C
∞(S2TM).
Note that rewriting (9.3) and taking the t-derivative using (9.4) and (9.5) gives
(9.7) O˙ = ∆n/2−2
(
∆P˙ −
1
2(n − 1)
∇2 ˙Scal
)
+ LOTS,
where ∇ and ∆ are again the onnetion and onnetion Laplaian. The rst
variation of the salar urvature is as follows (see e.g. [CLN℄ or [MT℄ for a good
referene for suh omputations).
(9.8)
∂ Scal
∂t |t=0
= −〈Ric, k〉g + divg(divg k)−∆trg k,
For the Rii tensor one has
(9.9)
∂ Ric
∂t |t=0
= −
1
2
∆Lk −
1
2
L(divg k)#g −
1
2
Hess(trg k).
Here ∆L is the Lihnerowiz Laplaian
(∆Lk)(X,W ) = (∆k)(X,W ) + 2 tr k(R(X, ·)·,W )− k(X,Ric(W ))− k(W,Ric(X)),
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where ∆k denotes the onnetion Laplaian of the two-tensor k, R is Riemann's
urvature tensor and Ric(X) = (Ric(X, ·)#.
Restriting to trae- and divergene-free elds k ∈ C∞(S2TM), we obtain
(9.10) P˙ =
1
2(n − 2)
{
−∆Lk +
1
n− 1
〈Ric, k〉gg
}
= −
1
2(n− 2)
∆k + LOTS.
By ombining Equations (9.7), (9.8) and (9.10) we arrive at the result
O˙ = −
1
2(n− 2)
∆n/2k + LOTS.
Finally, by (9.6) the leading symbol of the n'th order Hessian operator H is given
by
(9.11) σn(H)(x, ξ)k = −
(−1)n/2
4
σn
(
∆n/2
)
k = −
|ξ|n
4
k Id ∈ End(S2TMx),
whih holds whenever k is trae and divergene free.
In the presene of the gauge invariane, namely on the spae of elds k ∈
(conf + diff)g0 that are orthogonal to the trae- and divergene-free elds, elliptiity
of the symbol does not hold in the orresponding tangent diretions. Therefore one
needs to use for instane a fatorization of the Hessian as onstruted in [Mø1℄.
Thus
H(L) = Π(conf+diff)⊥g0
H˜Π(conf+diff)⊥g0
,
where Π denotes the L2-orthogonal projetion onto the subspae (conf + diff)⊥g0 ,
and H˜ is now a lassial pseudodierential operator, whih is ellipti with nega-
tive denite leading symbol, viz. the symbol omputed above in (9.11). Then by
standard ellipti theory on a losed manifold, applied to the new operator H˜, H is
upper semi-bounded, ensuring that cn(L) < 0 for the rigidity onstant in the round
sphere ase.
Furthermore, as remarked after the statement of the theorem, this implies that on
any (Mn, g0) whih is onformally Einstein (and thus as remarked a stationary point
under all variations), the total Q-urvature has a loal maximum at g0, apart from
possibly in a nite number of diretions that dene a subspae V(M,g0), namely the
diret sum of the nitely many nite-dimensional eigenspaes for the non-negative
eigenvalues of H˜. 
As an interesting insight from the study of the onrete example of total Q-
urvature, whih for our purposes onstitutes a partiularly well-understood exam-
ple of a onformal funtional, we have the following orollary, whih follows from
the proof of Theorem 9.1.
Corollary 9.12. In even dimensions, the universal Hessian operator T0 is a natural
dierential operator, whih is given up to a onstant as a Hermitian form by the
seond variation of the total Q-urvature, or equivalently through the rst variation
of the obstrution tensor.
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Of ourse this is also lear from Graham's expliit formula in Equation (4.16).
In dimensions 4 and 6 where expliit formulas for the Q-urvature are known, it is
possible to alulate from the above the expliit expression for the universal Hes-
sian operator. Furthermore from the reent developments around the holographi
formula for Q-urvature found by Andreas Juhl and Robin Graham (see [JG℄ and
[Ju℄), one may in priniple obtain a sheme for omputing the operator T0 in terms
of the urvatures and its ovariant derivatives. Again, onneting this to Graham's
formula (4.16) makes this observation somewhat redundant.
10. Further examples of onformal funtionals
There are several other natural examples of funtionals that t our theorem.
Notably the total Q-urvature studied in the previous setion furnishes just a spei
example of funtionals of the type
F (g) :=
∫
M
A(g)dvg ,
where A(g) is a loal Riemannian salar invariant, with the property that F is on-
formally invariant. Exatly suh funtionals are the topi of Deser-Shwimmer's
Conjeture, whih is a statement about the struture of the A(g) (under the onfor-
mal invariane assumption on F ) proved reently by Spyros Alexakis ([Al1℄, [Al2℄,
[Al3℄).
Yet another type of onformal funtional studied in the literature, omes about
by taking the inmum or supremum over onformal lasses. One suh example is
the funtional
τ(g) = inf
g∈[g0]
λ1(Lg)Vol(M,g)
2/n,
where λ1(Lg) denotes the rst eigenvalue of the onformal Laplaian Lg in the metri
g, or the losely related Yamabe invariant. These funtionals played a role in the
solution of the Yamabe problem (see e.g. [LP℄ and [S℄), and similar funtionals for
the Dira operator have been studied in for instane [Am1℄ and [Am2℄.
Note that in the paper [PR℄ S. Payha and S. Rosenberg have reently desribed
a proedure for onstruting onformal invariants via the anonial trae, and these
invariants may also be studied by our methods presented in this paper.
Let us also mention that our main Theorem 4.1 has appliations in the theory of
onformally ompat Einstein manifolds (Xn+1, g+) with onformal innitiesM
n =
∂X (see e.g. [FG1℄). By [GL℄ the g+ are parametrized by the onformal innities
(Mn, g), for metris g near the round metri (Sn, g0). It thus makes sense to study
the variational problem for the renormalized volume, related to the gravitational
ation in AdS/CFT, whih for n odd is the onstant term V in the volume expansion
Volg+({r > ε}) = c0ε
−n + c2ε
−n+2 + . . .+ cn−1ε
−1 + V + o(1), as ε→ 0,
where r denotes a boundary dening funtion for the onformal innityMn. Namely,
for n odd the renormalized volume V is onformally invariant, and thus our rigidity
result for the seond variation holds, and given that the seond variation is non-
trivial, we obtain that the renormalized volume is loally extremalized at the round
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sphere. The rst variation of V for n odd has been studied in [Al℄ and [An℄, and
for the analogous quantity in even dimension in [CQY℄.
It is also worth notiing, that even when a funtional is not onformally invariant,
but when we know expliitly how it transforms under onformal hanges of the
metri (e.g. there is a Polyakov-type formula), then we may in priniple subtrat
this expliit term in order to obtain a onformally invariant funtional. This latter
may then be analyzed by the results in this paper. Suh methods might show to
be interesting for instane in onnetion with AdS/CFT theory and renormalized
volumes in the ase of even-dimensional onformal innities.
As an interesting aside, the paper [SS℄ by P. Sarnak and A. Strömbergsson, on-
erned with extremals of the zeta funtion of the Laplaian on funtions on ertain
at tori, ontains ideas reminisent of those in the present, in that invariane of a
funtional under a ertain symmetry group G plays a role in proving positive def-
initeness of the seond variation of the funtional. In their ase the group G was
nite, while here we deal instead with the onformal group of the sphere, whih is
the semi-simple Lie group SO(n+ 1, 1).
As a nal remark we note that the representation theoretial part of our results
may be extended to other rank one semisimple Lie groups, whih ould give similar
results in paraboli geometries suh as CR geometry (see e.g. [FH℄ and [JL℄); here
one would onsider funtionals on the moduli spae of CR strutures. In this ase
the CR-manifolds for whih one ould a priori hope to study similar problems,
would be odd-dimensional spheres, where the orresponding struture group would
be G = SU(n, 1). Some of the relevant representation theory of this group was
adressed in the work by T. Branson, G. Olafson and B. Ørsted (e.g. [BOØ℄, see also
Baston-Eastwood [BE℄). Likewise it seems feasible to study onformal invariants in
Lorentzian signature, or more generally pseudo-Riemannian spaes, with Sp×Sq as
the main example, with onformal group G = SO(p+1, q+1). In this onnetion it
is worth pointing out the method of using analyti ontinuation in the signature of
the metri in [BØ1℄ and [BØ3℄, for extending the denition of onformal invariants
to mixed signatures.
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